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“The Shah is an oriental despot and the oil executives are dinosaurs.  If they come to 

blows it could be the battle of the century.”  

      

State Department Oil Expert James Akins, 1968
1
 

 

“These countries consider their raw materials as their property. That’s just a fact of 

life.”  

 

     Anonymous NSC Official, 1971
2
 

 

“In general, I don’t like to get a brawl started without knowing where the cards are.” 

 

Henry Kissinger, 1972
3
 

 

In the early afternoon sun, American consul James Dinsmore stood in line on the Kuwaiti 

side of the neutral zone.  As he awaited the attentions of a Saudi customs clerk, a man 

approached his driver and asked pointedly “why he worked for the Americans who were 

the enemies of the Arabs.”  An altercation ensued and the consul intervened, pulling his 

driver back to the car.  There, “the driver was unable to simmer down.”  Visibly upset, he 

                                                 
1 Letter, Akins to Dowell, March 18, 1968, RG 59, CF 67-69, PET 6 IRAN. 
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revealed that the quarrel was not an isolated incident.  He was subject to insults daily—

even children commonly raced alongside his car “to call out ‘imperialist.’”
4
 

Recorded by Dinsmore in June 1969, this vignette epitomized the sweeping 

anxiety American policymakers felt surrounding the future of the Persian Gulf.  The 

evidence available pointed to one incontrovertible fact: the British announcement of its 

imminent withdrawal from the region—to be completed no later than December 1971—

had thrown the cat upon the pigeons.  The imperial project had played the major political 

and security role in the Gulf for over a century, suppressing radical Arab dissidence and 

keeping deep-rooted Arab-Persian antagonisms dormant. Upon the British 

announcement, the Arab nationalism that had boiled down to a simmer in the region after 

the June 1967 again threatened.  Reports like Dinsmore’s flooded the State Department.  

The Arab airwaves often told the story.  Radio stations operating out of Damascus and 

Baghdad, the public voices of those governments, continuously attacked Saudi Arabia, 

Kuwait, and Iran.  Radio Taiz in Aden added to the frenzy of anti-western feeling by 

exhorting South Arabians “to deal British imperialism the death blow.”
5
   

American support for Israel, as countless Arab specialists had told successive U.S. 

presidents since 1947, had caused a gradual and steady erosion of the American 

popularity in the region.  “The Arabs of the Gulf,” the National Security Council wrote 

gravely in 1970, “are becoming increasingly involved in the Arab/Israeli issue.”
6
  

Anxiety move through the American hierarchy, in which the evident failure in Vietnam 

had made the United States a more reluctant and less confident power.
7
  Anxiety soon 

                                                 
4 Airgram A-100, Amconsul Dhahran to SecState, “Ugly Americans,” June 23, 1969, NARA, RG 59, 

Central Files 1967-1969, POL SAUD-US. 
5 Telegram, AmConsul Aden to SecState, “Morning Sitrep,” June 21, 1967, RG 59, Central Files 1967-
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6 NSCIG, NEA, “Future of U.S. Policy in the Persian Gulf,” February 5, 1970, DNSA, PR00508. 
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became stress, which reached a boiling point at the top level.  “For God's sake act like 

Britain!” the normally imperturbable U.S. Secretary of State, Dean Rusk, roared at the 

British Foreign Secretary, George Brown, who had just revealed the plan to withdraw 

British forces from their positions in the Trucial States and Bahrain.  In this “disturbing 

and distasteful” meeting, Brown reported to his Cabinet, Rusk accused Britain of “opting 

out of our world responsibilities.”
8
  

Rusk’s dismay at the British withdrawal was more than just the reflexive howl of 

a frustrated hegemon.  Beneath his frustration lay a legitimate concern over the future of 

the strategically-important region, for which the United States had long relied on British 

power to defend Western interests, most importantly oil.   Soon after his explosion, Rusk 

cabled Brown.  The withdrawal, he wrote, would “feed instability in the region.”
9
  In the 

wake of the British decision, the administration of Lyndon Baines Johnson, soon to be 

replaced by that of Richard Milhaus Nixon, faced a difficult set of questions.  What 

would happen when the British rolled down the Union Jack in the Trucial Sheikhdoms?  

Would the hidden antagonisms between Iran and her Arab neighbors surface?  Would the 

Soviet Union use its footholds in southern Arabia and Iraq to make further inroads?  

Would so-called “Arab radicalism,” increasingly fueled by public outcry over the plight 

of Palestine, do the same?  In sum, what mixture of contingency would fill the much-

invoked “British vacuum?”    

In the end, both administrations decided on the “Twin Pillars” policy, by which 

the United States would build up the conservative monarchies of Iran and Saudi Arabia as 

regional policemen.
10

   Coupled with British-Arab diplomacy to create a stable United 
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Arab Emirates in 1971, American policy was largely successful in dampening the 

hostilities between Saudi Arabia and Iran and encouraging the development of an 

overwhelmingly a pro-Western region.  However, with success also came failure, most 

consequentially for international oil politics.  As the U.S. worked assiduously to convince 

Iran and Saudi Arabia to improve relations for the sake of stability, the monarchies used 

their position to change their basic relationship with the multinational oil companies.  In 

an understudied event of great import, the Nixon administration began to take the side of 

the sovereign oil producers in the long-term dispute over permanent sovereignty between 

OPEC and the multinational oil companies.   

PETRO-POUNDS AND THE FABRICATION OF THE “BRITISH VACUUM” 

The January 1968 British decision to withdraw its last imperial troops, many believed at 

the time, had been at least two decades in the making.  Employing hindsight vision, the 

pundits of the day cited Winston Churchill’s blustery failure to impress Ibn Saud in 1945, 

three days after Roosevelt’s famous meeting with the Saudi king, described in Chapter 1.  

(Upon hearing of Roosevelt’s generous defense offers, Churchill had quickly had 

promised the king an armor-plated Rolls Royce.) Other commentators, including scholars 

and policymakers, noted that the 1956 Suez Crisis had been the nail in the Empire’s 

                                                                                                                                                 
American-Iranian Relations (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1988); Palmer, Michael A. 
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coffin.
11

  “The ‘world role’ East of Suez,” one influential voice noted in early 1967, “was 

a piece of humbug.”
12

 

This sense of inevitability did not exist within the Labour government of Prime 

Minister Harold Wilson, which had come to power in 1964.
13

  Before and even after the 

oil-induced sterling crisis in the summer of 1967, Wilson’s cabinet did not make its 

decision to remove troops from their East of Suez stations in Malaysia, Singapore, and 

the Gulf lightly, but only after acrimonious debate.  At the center of this debate, much-

studied by historians of decolonization, was a question of priority.
14

  Was the 

maintenance of British power abroad worth its cost?  Initially, the Wilson government 

believed it was.  “The shadow of economic pressure,” Wilson told U.S. Secretary of State 

Dean Rusk in 1964, certainly affected British defense expenditures.
15

  Nevertheless, he 

told Rusk then and Johnson a year later, although his government needed to make Britain 

would maintain its presence in the Middle East and South Asia, even though he did not 

preclude “readjustments in the British defense posture.”
16

  In 1966, when presenting 

Britain’s annual defense review to U.S. officials, foreign secretary Michael Stewart 

confirmed that troops would withdraw from Aden sometime after 1968, but soothed the 

                                                 
11 Winthrop W. Aldrop, “The Suez Crisis: A Footnote to History,” Foreign Affairs 45: 3 (1967).  This view 
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15 Memcon, FRUS, 1964-1968, Vol. XII, 493-496. 
16 “Visit of Prime Minister Wilson,” n.d., FRUS, 1964-1968, Vol. XII, 510-512. 
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worried Rusk by reminding him that British forces  in the Persian Gulf would be 

increased as a counterweight.
17

 

However, as recounted in Chapter 2, a rapid sequence of events in 1967 changed 

the Labour government’s outlook.  The central event was the Arab oil embargo.  In the 

month before the embargo, the sterling outflow associated with Britain’s rejection from 

the EEC had increased to the point that Saudi Arabian and Kuwaiti petro-pounds 

comprised the preponderance of the national monetary reserve.
 18

  Immediately after the 

embargo began, Libya and Kuwait made significant sterling withdrawals, a total of 41 

official funds from British banks operating in the sterling area.
19

  At the same time, the 

Kuwaiti government noted increased public pressure, resulting from Nasser's “policy of 

inducing the Arab nations to move out of sterling.”
20

  Although the British Treasury was 

quick to note that the effects of “abnormal" movements of Arab funds on the sterling 

reserve could not “be at all precise,” by September 1967 Bank of England attributed a net 

sterling loss of £80 million to the 1967 war.
21

   

By the end of 1967, the economic effects of the Middle East crisis, Labour 

government reflationary measures, and a dockworkers strike had coalesced to remove 

over £500 million from the reserve, leading officials at Whitehall to devalue the sterling 

on November 18, 1967 from $2.80 to $2.40.  This decision, historian Steve Galpern 

writes, “was both a major turning point and a humilitating moment.
22

  Not only were the 

ramifications for the dollar and the international financial system great, the sterling 

                                                 
17 Steve Galpern, Money, Oil, and Empire in the Middle East: Sterling and Postwar Imperialism, 1944-

1971 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), 264. 
18 Battle, “Memo to Secretary of State and the Secretary of Defense,” May 31, 1967, LBJL NSF 106.   
19 Bank of England to Rickett, July 10, 1967, PREM 13/1628, UKNA. 
20 P.R. Baldwin, Note for the Record, “Kuwait Sterling Balances,” June 26, 1967, PREM 13/1628, UKNA. 
21 R. G. Lavelle to P. Le Cheminant, “Arab Sterling Balances,” September 21, 1967, PREM 13/1628, 

UKNA. 
22 Galpern, op. cit., 269-270. 
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devaluation also strengthened the hand of the faction within the cabinet that sought to cut 

defense expenditure.
23

 

 The economic and political pressure of a weak sterling and continued imperial 

responsibility, Labour leaders decided, was too great and in early January 1968 British 

officials told the Gulf rulers that Wilson would declare on January 16 that the British 

intended to withdraw all the nation’s forces from East of Suez by the end of 1971.
24

  The 

remaining detritus of imperial military power made the most vivid sacrifice, but it was far 

from the only one, as domestic social expenditures took the brunt of spending cuts.
25

  In 

making this decision, the British recognized that the Persian Gulf, by virtue primarily of 

its massive oil deposits, was fundamental to international economic security and 

strategically significant in the Cold War.  Policymakers across the world shared this 

concern.  At the time of the British announcement, nobody knew that by 1971 the United 

Arab Emirates and an independent Bahrain would come to power with Saudi and Iranian 

support, ensuring stability in the lower Arabian Peninsula.  They did understand, 

however, that the Trucial States and Bahrain would join Qatar, Kuwait, Oman, and the 

Yemens as new, weak states in the region.   

That the situation in Aden had taken a turn for the worse in the past year only 

heightened British and American concern about what could occur in those weak states.  

For over a decade, the growth of Nasser-inspired Arab nationalism had presented 

problems for British colonial administrators in southern Arabia.  Immediately after the 

June 1967 war, the U.S. consul reported, Aden had deteriorated “beyond British capacity 

                                                 
23 Francis J. Gavin, Gold, Dollars, and Power: The Politics of International Monetary Relations (Chapel 

Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2004). 
24 Balfour-Paul, The End of Empire in the Middle East, 122-125; Saki Dockrill, Britain’s Retreat from East 

of Suez, 210-215. 
25 Keir Thorpe, “The Forgotten Shortage: Britain’s Handling of the 1967 Oil Embargo,” Contemporary 

British History 21: 2 (2007); Darwin, The Empire Project, 643-644. 
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to repair.”  As a mutiny developed into an armed revolt, the same consul wrote, the 

peninsular chemistry of British colonial mismanagement and “the growing awareness of 

Arab interdependence...stimulated by Cairo” was akin to “lighting a match in a prewar 

Czech refinery.”
26

  After several months of notably brutal repression, during which the 

Marxist National Liberation Front (NLF) came out as the prime contender for power, 

High Commissioner Sir Humphrey Trevelyan announced recognition of “the nationalist 

forces as representatives of the people.”
27

  Afterwards, British authority collapsed like a 

broken accordion.  At the end of 1967 beleaguered British officials left the colony and the 

NLF established the People's Democratic Republic of South Yemen.
28

 

Upon the British decision to leave Aden, the Labour Party found it essential to 

transfer some of those forces to the Trucial States, in the words of Stewart, “to reassure 

the Shah of Iran and the King of Saudi Arabia about our intentions to maintain and 

reinforce our position,” a decision the United States applauded.
29

  Still, ongoing guerrilla 

warfare in Oman and the new Marxist government in South Yemen highlighted the 

broader sense of anxiety felt upon the British decision to leave the Gulf.  The Labour 

government believed that their departure would create a more salubrious climate for 

dissident activity.  A primary function of the British presence in the lower Gulf—both 

through the Special Police Branch and the more famous 1,400-man gendarmerie force, 

the Trucial Oman Scouts—had been to provide an effective police intelligence capability 

                                                 
26 Telegram, AmConsul Aden to SecState, “Erosion of British Position in Aden,” July 1, 1967, RG 59, 

Central Files 1967-1969, POL 23 ADEN, USNA; Telegram, AmConsul Aden to Secstate, "Analysis of the 

June Insurrection in Aden, June 23, 1967, Ibid. 
27 Williams, 1968, 140. 
28 Robin Bidwell, The Two Yemens (Boulder, CO: Longman group and Westview Press, 1983); F. Gregory 

Cause, III, Saudi-Yemeni Relations: Domestic Structures and Foreign Influences (New York: Columbia 

University Press, 1990); J. E. Peterson, Yemen: The Search for a Modern State (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 

University Press, 1982). 
29 Stewart to Wilson, “The Persian Gulf,” January 25, 1966, PREM 13/2209, UKNA. 
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for curbing dissident activities.  Most recently, the leadership of the Marxist National 

Liberation Front on Bahrain had been detained.
30

 

On a five day whirlwind tour after the announcement, the British Minister of State 

met with the Shah of Iran, the rulers of Bahrain, Qatar, and Abu Dhabi, and King Faisal 

of Saudi Arabia.  The reaction in the Persian Gulf, he reported to the cabinet, was as 

serious as that of Rusk.  The Kuwaiti foreign minister predicted that “there would be 

chaos” when the British left.  The withdrawal “would make way for Soviet influence, 

which was already spreading fast in the Yemeni Republic and South Yemen.”  The 

Bahraini ruler expressed his “profound shock” at the British decision.
31

  According to Sir 

William Luce, appointed as a special commissioner to the region with the mandate of 

resolving the problems of withdrawal, the position of the smaller states reflected “their 

qualms at the prospect of moving into the harsh and dangerous world of independence 

and their anxiety to shelter for a little longer under our shield.”
32

 

Cold War issues complicated matters further.  Even before the withdrawal was 

announced, the weakened imperial position in the Middle East had caused concern.  The 

Shah, especially, had begun a military build-up in the middle of the decade with a 

targeted completion date of 1968, when the British had initially planned to leave Aden.  

“The Nasserist threat,” he predicted to U.S. ambassador Armin Meyer in May 1966, “will 

become more serious.”
33

  Likewise, King Faisal of Saudi Arabia told the new 

Conservative foreign secretary, Sir Alec Douglas-Home, there was “no doubt the Gulf 

                                                 
30 Luce, “The Persian Gulf and Abu Dhabi,” May 28, 1970, PREM 13/3326, UKNA. 
31 Telno 19, Bahrain to Foreign Office, “Future of Persian Gulf,” January 9, 1968; Telno. 14, Kuwait to 

Foreign Office, January 9, 1968, both PREM 13/2209, UKNA. 
32 Luce, “British Policy in the Persian Gulf: Part I,” October 2, 1970, PREM 15/538, UKNA. 
33 Foreign Relations of the United States, 1964–1968, Volume XXII, Iran, 161. Telegram From the 

Embassy in Iran to the Department of State, July 25, 1966. 
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will fall into the maelstrom of unrest which prevails throughout the Middle East.”
34

  In 

1968, the Shah expressed concern about the “Soviet threat,” telling Roberts that recent 

developments in Syria and Iraq created the potential for a “Red Crescent” in the region.
35

  

Moreover, the Shah and Faisal noted that the removal of Egyptian troops in Yemen 

agreed to as part of the Khartoum proceedings had not resulted in the end of outside 

influence.  “Soviet arms sent to the Yemen Arab Republic after Egyptian troops had been 

withdrawn,” the State Department reported, “has been very disturbing to Iran and Saudi 

Arabia.”
36

   

Regional disputes, the British believed, provided the greatest possibility for 

instability.  Most importantly, upon the withdrawal announcement, Iran resurrected its 

200 year-old claim to Bahrain and the islands of the Tunbs and Abu Musa in the Persian 

Gulf.  The potential for conflict between Iran and the Arab states increased when the 

Trucial sheikhdoms, including Bahrain, announced the formation of the Federation of 

Aram Amirates (FAA) in February 1968, an abrupt decision that worried the British 

government.  The decision was “an ambitious project,” one official wrote, with not a little 

bit of orientalist deprecation, “devised and announced with characteristic Arab lack of 

preparation.”
37

  The Iranian foreign ministry argued against the inclusion of Bahrain in a 

new federation of Arab states—now commonly referred to as the United Arab Emirates 

by British officials—holding that “the artificial aspect of the hastily-formed 

                                                 
34 Text of Message from King Faisal to Alec Douglas-Home, July 15, 1970, PREM 15/538, UKNA. 
35 Telno. 51, Tehran to Foreign Office, Future of the Persian Gulf, January 8, 1968, PREM 13/2209, 

UKNA. 
36 Hughes to Rusk, “Soviet-U.S. Rivalry in Iran,” June 6, 1968, DNSA, IR00670. 
37 A.M. Palliser, Minute, March 8, 1968, PREM 13/3326, UKNA.  
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confederation clearly shows that it has been made to the order of the Imperialists.”
38

  To 

the United States, the Shah accused the British of “double cross.”
39

 

Two other territorial issues, in addition to the Shah’s claims on Bahrain and the 

“Little Islands,” preoccupied the departing British: the Buraimi Oasis and the median line 

in the Persian Gulf.  Under British rule, the oasis belonged partly to Abu Dhabi and partly 

to the Sultanate of Muscat and Oman.  In the early 1950s, Saudi Arabia laid an active 

claim to the oasis and in 1955 Saudi troops were forcibly ejected from Buraimi by the 

Trucial Oman Scouts.  Since then, although never abandoned, the Saudi claim had lain 

dormant. Upon the British announcement, however, King Faisal presented the ruler of 

Abu Dhabi with a new set of demands, including a referendum on the oasis, the cession 

of certain areas of Abu Dhabi territory to Saudi Arabia, and an immediate halt to drilling 

by the Abu Dhabi Petroleum Company in the Zarara area near the Saudi border.
40

 

The final conflict, over the median line in the Persian Gulf, was between the 

region’s two most important powers, Iran and Saudi Arabia.  Upon the British 

announcement, which coincided with the discovery of large oil reserves on the Saudi side 

of the line, the Shah began to press claim to undersea oil deposits, repudiating an earlier 

agreement.    On January 31, 1968, Yamani complained to the American ambassador in 

Jidda, Hermann Eilts, of Iranian “deviousness” regarding the longstanding dispute over 

the location of the seabed border.  Detailing the Shah’s broken promises to stop 

operations in the Median Line area and his gunboat diplomacy against an adjacent 

Aramco rig, Yamani held that the Shah could “out-Machiavelli Machiavelli.”
41

   

                                                 
38 Telno. Guidance 186, FCO to Certain Missions, July 18, 1968, PREM 13/3326, UKNA. 
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40 “The Persian Gulf and Abu Dhabi,” May 28, 1970, PREM 13/3326, UKNA. 
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The difficulties facing Luce were complexly intertwined.  Above all, the British 

and the United States agreed, was the problems caused by a potentially aggressive Iran.  

The CIA noted the Shah’s “determination to extend his influence in the Persian Gulf as 

the British depart.”
42

   However, even at the time, officials did not find this or other 

related challenges to be insurmountable.  For the purposes of this narrative, it is enough 

to say that the situation did not spiral into what one official called “an ‘Aden’ type of 

catastrophe.”
43

   By July 1971, the U.S. believed, the “endlessly-patient negotiating” of 

Luce had paid off.
44

    

In short, as other scholars have noted, the details for each of the four territorial 

issues had been ironed out, paving the way for the independence of the United Arab 

Emirates.   Following the British announcement, the Shah privately told British and 

American diplomats that “the last thing he wanted was to have to look after and finance 

Bahrain.”  Given the domestic political difficulties of removing his historic claim to the 

country and its Persian minority, the Shah immediately suggested a British referendum, a 

policy that soon mutated into a UN memorandum and an independent Bahrain.
45

  Other 

leaders also pressured the Shah to lift his claim on Bahrain.  After conversations with the 

British, the president of Pakistan, Ayub Khan, urged the Shah to “benefit from the 

lessons of other people's misfortunes and to reflect on the fact that, if India had behaved 

sensibly after the British had left, none of the problems that had divided the sub-continent 

thereafter need have arisen.”  Whether the Shah agreed or disagreed with Ayub’s 

historical analysis was irrelevant.  More important was the final message.  The Shah, 

                                                 
42 CIA, Board of National Estimates, “The Shah’s Increasing Assurance,” May 7, 1968, Digital National 

Security Archive, IR00663. 
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Ayub continued, “should seek to reach agreement with the Arabs and to look to the future 

not to the past.”  In that meeting, the Shah again admitted that “all he needed was some 

face-saving solution.”
46

  Likewise, on the issue of the Persian Gulf Median line, the Saudi 

and Iranian monarchs soon found a compromise.  Similarly, Saudi Arabia forced Abu 

Dhabi into conciliation, in effect buying sheikhdom’s claim to the Buraimi oasis.
47

  

Finally, although the Sheikh of Sharjah never gave up hope on the Tunbs, the other 

Sheikhs, the Shah, and Faisal agreed that Iran could station a “token presence” on the 

islands.
48

   

To resolve each of these issues, British officials agreed, it had been necessary to 

broker a all-encompassing Saudi-Iranian compromise.  “Friendly relations between Iran 

and Saudi Arabia,” the Foreign and Commonwealth office wrote in mid-1968, “are 

clearly of fundamental importance.”
49

  In 1970, the Defense and Overseas Policy 

Committee recommended continued high-level discussions with the Shah and King 

Faisal, “with a view to agreeing, if possible, on a pattern for the future of the area.”
50

  

As Luce made progress in these negotiations, relying a great deal on Saudi-

Iranian goodwill, any change in the broader British policy of withdrawal became 

increasingly unlikely by early 1969, despite the electoral bombast promising policy 

reversal by the Conservative leaders.  In 1970, Sir William Luce reported that British 

policy was likely to be successful in its policy to maintain influence and preserve the oil 

flow to Western Europe, and recommended that the Conservative government maintain 
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Labour’s timetable for withdrawal.  “It would be a fallacy,” he wrote, “to think that the 

prolongation of protection would provide further opportunity to bring about a viable 

union.”
51

  Most officials agreed with conviction that the British would leave a sable 

political situation behind.  In 1970, the NSC reported that “any major policy reversal is 

doubtful.”
52

 

CREEPING ANXIETY: THE UNITED STATES, IRAN, AND SAUDI ARABIA 

Throughout this process, the rising anxiety of American policymakers worked against 

their better judgment.   The reason for anxiety, though, was not entirely imaginary.  By 

April 1967, British officials and Arab news correspondents alike had begun to describe 

Aden as “a little Vietnam.”
53

  In January 1968, the top policymakers of the Johnson 

administration were clearly perturbed at the thought of the British vacuum.  After 

unsuccessfully attempting to dissuade Brown from the announcement, Rusk said “he 

smelt the acrid aroma of the fair accompli.”  While he was concerned about the 

possibility of a “chain reaction” in domestic politics regarding the ever-more unpopular 

war in Vietnam—“people would argue: ‘If the British can do it why can't we’”—Rusk’s 

primary discontent was with the international ramifications of the imperial withdrawal.  

Because the United States was bogged down in Vietnam—not just physically, but 

morally—he “could not side-slip and take over British commitments.” “With one 

gesture,” he told Brown, the British risked “flushing away what had been done since the 

Second World War in bringing stability to the world.”  The withdrawal, Rusk concluded 
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grandly, “would be a catastrophic loss to human society...and represented a new dismal 

chapter in the world scene.”
54

 

Rusk’s well-prepared rant belied at least some calm in the interior.  The United 

States expected British withdrawal, just not so soon.  In 1966, after the British informed 

the Johnson administration of the plan to evacuate Aden, policymakers began to plan for 

the security of a British-less Persian Gulf.  Like the British, Johnson and his advisers 

quickly settled on a strategic framework in which the two most powerful actors, Saudi 

Arabia and Iran, would police regional security.  In June and July 1966, Johnson began 

discussions with the Shah of Iran and King Faisal, both to “fill the gap the British will 

leave in South Arabia and the Persian Gulf” and to offer arms packages to help fill that 

gap.
55

   Johnson’s advisers in the State Department, the National Security Council, and 

the Department of Defense agreed:  Iranian-Saudi cooperation would provide the 

cornerstone of regional stability for the indefinite future.
56

   

Cool and rational, most American officials shared the unruffled assessment of 

their British counterparts regarding the ease of transition to joint Saudi-Iranian 

hegemony.  Although, because of its oil, the Persian Gulf held a unique position in the 

international economy, the region’s main oil producers were not under any dire threat.   

Overall, building the bridge between Iran and Saudi Arabia was expected to be a 

successful endeavor from its conception.  The delicate balancing act between the two 

nations could be arrived at through a fairly simple equation, agreed upon by the National 

Security Council and the State Department.   The United States would accept Iran’s 
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assumption of the leading role, but urge tact on the Shah.  At the same time, 

policymakers would encourage Saudi Arabia to play a larger role in Gulf affairs.  To do 

this, the United States would strengthen Saudi Arabia militarily and encouraged what one 

policy report called “a judicious mixture of subsidies and favors, capitalizing on Faisal’s 

position as the Protector of the Islamic Holy Forces.”
57

  

Still, the first birth pangs of the Twin Pillars doctrine were at times painful.  

Initially, the Johnson administration noted that fostering Saudi-Iranian goodwill was 

“sure to be an uphill struggle.”
58

  The differences between the two countries, if not 

momentous, were noteworthy.  Most importantly, Saudi Arabia and Iran competed for 

production increases in oil.  The Shah constantly reminded U.S. officials that oil money 

from the Arab world reached revolutionary forces, both through the Khartoum agreement 

and through other means.  In one characteristic instance, he told the U.S. ambassador 

“with a sardonic smile” that a substantial percentage of the money U.S. companies paid 

to Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and Libya went directly to Egypt to finance “Nasser's campaign 

of vilification of the U.S.”  This policy, the Shah charged, was comparable to that of 

American commercial interests pre-Pearl Harbor exports of “tremendous amounts of 

scrap iron to Japan only to have it returned in finished form...for four long years in the 

Pacific.”
59

   

The Shah, furthermore, did not fancy Saudi Arabia a source of stability.  On 

October 22, 1969, he told William Rogers, Rusk’s replacement at the helm of the State 

Department, that Saudi Arabia was unreliable due to its limited military ability and weak 
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internal situation.
60

  Furthermore, the Shah fueled speculation about Nasserism in Saudi 

Arabia itself, commenting  pointedly on the Saudis problem with Nasserism in the 

military, telling one NSC official that King Faisal had been forced to execute one-third of 

their Air Force (likely, an overestimation), who had “sided with the Egyptians over the 

Yemen question.”
61

   

Likewise, the Saudi government felt no lost love for the Shah.   The Saudi 

minister of foreign affairs, Omar Saqqaf, complained about the Shah's “openly 

contemptuous” overall attitude towards Arabs.  Educated in Cairo and the American 

University in Beirut, Saqqaf had been “something of an Arab nationalist” in his student 

days, but his grievances with Iran were considered equable by the United States.   His 

“maturity,” the State department reported, “has mellowed his once strident views.”
62

  The 

two countries had other ongoing diplomatic haggles, including Saudi refusals of Iranian 

requests to construct a building in Mecca for Shiite pilgrims and to mark the graves of 

Shiite martyrs near Medina.  The immediate tension between Iran and Saudi Arabia, the 

“greatest cause[s] for uneasiness” according to Saqqaf, were the futures of Bahrain and 

the Trucial States.  “Iranian territorial ambitions” in the lower Gulf were troublesome, he 

told U.S. officials.  Regarding the Shah's argument that the islands were necessary for 

security purposes, the Saudi government saw no “requirement for Iranian military 

occupation...at any time.”  It was impossible, Saqqaf continued, to “overcome suspicion 
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that the long-term Iranian purpose is to use these Islands to dominate the Gulf and Arab 

littoral states.”
63

 

Tactically, the United States prodded the leaders of both states to begin regular 

high-level discussions and discouraged each from unilateral measures.   Overall Iran and 

Saudi Arabia were receptive to American policy, and helped resolve two of Luce’s 

biggest headaches in the three years before departure: the Saudi-Iranian median line and 

the question of Bahrain.  In April 1969, Saqqaf finally made what the United States 

hoped would be the first of “a periodic exchange of visits” between the two countries’ 

foreign ministers with the ultimate result of solidifying Iranian-Saudi cooperation.  

Although Zahedi was absent, Saqqaf was received directly by the Shah.  In this sense, as 

step towards continuous a high-level dialogue, he told Eilts, the trip was useful.  

However, it yielded little concrete results on the problem of the Iranian posture towards 

the British departure.  Especially in the case of Bahrain, Saqqaf felt that the lack of 

progress was a disappointment.  In their meeting the Shah made clear that any give on the 

issue of Bahrain would have to be part of a “package” that guaranteed Iranian sovereignty 

over the islands of the Tunbs and Abu Musa.  Faisal, Saqqaf concluded, was “not very 

satisfied with the results of the trip.”
64

 

In the following two years after this meeting, the U.S. and the British worked to 

find a compromise to the Arab and Persian positions.  Explicitly, the United States 

worked to channel Iran’s actions along constructive lines, reasoning with the Shah to give 

up his claim on Bahrain and to settle the Iranian-Saudi seabed dispute.  In October 1969 

the Shah told Rogers that, “despite Iran’s legitimate claim to Bahrain,” he would accept 
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UN mediation “to determine the will of the Bahraini people.”
65

  Likewise, Saudi Arabia 

took on its new regional position with gusto.  In April 1969, Saqqaf told Eilts that Saudi 

policy regarding the British withdrawal was “one of conscious self-restraint to allow the 

Shah time to find a solution to the Bahrain problem and cement Saudi-Iranian 

cooperation.”
66

 

 In 1969, Saudi-Iranian cooperation was in such good spirits that, at American 

behest, the Shah transferred weapons to Saudi Arabia so the monarchy could drive back 

Yemeni incursions on their southern border.
67

  Throughout this process, the centerpiece 

to Saudi-Iranian rapprochement for the Johnson administration continued to be improved 

communication, by which the United States consistently reminded both countries that 

they shared common security goals, particularly opposition to an increased Soviet or 

radical Arab presence. In his last meeting with the Shah before leaving the White House, 

Johnson personally expressed his pleasure at the Shah’s recent visit to Jidda, first 

suggested U.S. officials.
68

  The Johnson administration continued to urge both Saudi 

Arabia and Iran to engage in ongoing high-level discussions to diplomatically contain any 

potential conflicts.  In January 1969, days before being replaced by Rogers, Rusk wrote 

to Herman Eilts, the U.S. ambassador in Jidda, that he hoped that periodic meetings 

between Saqqaf and Zahedi “presage[d] even greater cooperation between two powers on 

Gulf affairs.”
69

   In another report, the NSC noted that an Iranian-Saudi communication 
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was the “best insurance against change in the present favorable environment for U.S. 

interests.”
70

 

The success in encouraging Saudi-Iranian cooperation, officials believed, would 

frustrate the threats of Soviet penetration and Arab radicalism.  State Department officials 

on the Near East Desk noted that the Soviet threat to the strategically-significant region 

was modest at most.  However, despite this understanding that Soviet strength was 

minimal, most officials engaged in language characterized by hyperbole and a sense of 

impending crisis. 

According to this position, the British withdrawal might revive Soviet interest.  

“Together with the Iranian plateau, the region forms the keystone in an arch of non-

Communist countries stretching from Africa to South Asia,” the Assistant Secretary of 

Near Eastern Affairs, Luke Battle, reminded Rusk, in a typical assessment.  After British 

withdrawal, the naval command of the U.S. Mideast Forces, just one flagship and two 

destroyers operating out of Bahrain, would be the only outside military force stationed in 

the eastern Arab world.  “Russian emissaries were active in Kuwait and down the Gulf in 

the 1890s,” Battle continued.  Moreover, the recently-published Molotov-Ribbentrop 

correspondence of 1939 seemed to make clear that Soviet ambitions in the area 

continued.
71

 “The Soviet Union is seeking...to take a direct role in Persian Gulf political 

affairs now that the UK plans to withdraw,” another State Department report warned in 

1968.  “The Soviets already have attacked as ‘neocolonialist’ the U.S. position that 

countries in the vicinity of the Gulf should provide for its peace and security on their 

own.”
72

   Another influential interdepartmental report argued, “In recent years, the USSR 
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has masked its direct threat to Europe by proclaiming a desire for détente but has 

continued that threat indirectly by its thrust into the Mediterranean.”
 73

   

According to this position, held by officials in the State Department, the CIA, and 

the armed forces, recent Soviet inroads in the Arab world—especially its support for the 

radical Arab states of the UAR, Algeria, Iraq, and Syria—sought to further this thrust.  In 

the same light, Eugene Rostow noted Soviet statements that American interests in the 

Persian Gulf were “directed against the security of the southern borders of the Soviet 

Union.”
74

  Dean Rusk himself was very much anti-communist, at one point even 

reminding Johnson, “The Soviet aim is to break up the Irano-American relationship and 

eventually to establish Soviet influence and presence in the Persian Gulf area.”
75

 

Policymakers, though, understood that Soviet objectives, or at least their 

perception of them, were unlikely to be met.  For one, Iran had already managed to 

simultaneously befriend and decry the Soviet Union.  In 1965, the Shah accepted a $289 

million credit from Moscow for the Isafahan steel mill, a development project western 

companies had turned down.  In 1967, the two countries signed a five-year trade 

agreement and an arms deal, involving the extension of a $110 million credit for tanks 

and anti-aircraft weapons.
76

  With U.S. officials, he took an overt anti-communist stance, 

pragmatically explaining his contacts with the Soviet government as necessary given the 

shortcomings of American contract offers.   “The Soviets could get both Iraq and Syria in 

their clutches,” he told the U.S ambassador in one exemplary instance.  “Particularly 
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since they are doing so well [in the] triangle of Cairo, Aden-Yemen, and Djibouti,” he 

continued, “this would place them in a dominating position in the Mideast.”
77

   

Initally, noting both the Shah’s creative geography and the weakness of Arab 

nationalists in the region, calmer voices muffled this outcry.  “The well-known themes,” 

the ambassador to Iran wearily wrote home after the conversation above, “included...the 

readiness of Arabs to serve as Commie tools.”
78

  The Shah’s fear of the Soviet Union, the 

CIA agreed, was largely simulated.  He was not “greatly worried about the Soviet 

threat.”
79

  In policy terms, calm prevailed at the end of the Johnson administration.  

“While the British announcement will give radical political movements in the Gulf a 

psychological shot in the arm,” the State Department advised Johnson, “we do not expect 

it to lead to any dramatic political future.”
80

  It was generally accepted that the 

resounding Egyptian defeat in the June 1967 war and Nasser’s subsequent withdrawal of 

forces from Yemen removed another source of instability.  In early 1968, the Johnson 

administration’s high-level interdepartmental group agreed, “the chances [were] 

reasonably good that general stability will be maintained in the Gulf region.”
81

  Later, the 

NSC reported that any instability was “not likely to be of a magnitude seriously to 

threaten basic U.S. interests.”
82

  

Taking power in 1969, the Nixon administration noted the successful cooperation 

between the Gulf riparians and continued the Twin Pillars policy.  As part of an overall 
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review called for by National Security Adviser Henry Kissinger, the NSC and State 

Department undertook a close analysis of Persian Gulf policy.  The review group, chaired 

by Kissinger, arrived at the same conclusions as their predecessors.  The British presence 

had served to “dampen intra-regional antagonisms.” Its departure gave strength to 

territorial disputes, Arab-Iranian “ethnic strife,” and religious animosities.  Most 

importantly, the withdrawal had allowed radical pressures to further their agenda in the 

southern part of the peninsula.  Likewise, recent Russian naval visits to the Gulf, the first 

since the Czarist regime scouted positions in Kuwait and along the Iranian coast in 1902, 

raised the administration’s eyebrows.
83

 The broadest goal of U.S. policy, fitting well 

within the confines of the long-term strategy containment, was to prevent the Soviet 

Union from gaining positions that might undermine American strategic interests. 

The Soviet threat, Kissinger’s NSC concurred, was unlikely to materialize in any 

grand way in the Persian Gulf.  Based on this threat assessment, the Nixon administration 

urged caution, after policy advisers convinced Kissinger to hold off on his initial idea of 

the United States assuming the “UK role of ‘protector.’”  “It would be wrong to assume 

that when the British leave there will be a vacuum in the Gulf area,” the senior group 

reviewing Persian Gulf policy wrote.  “A new set of interregional relationships will fill 

the vacuum.”  Like its predecessor, the Nixon administration also decided that a direct 

American role in the Gulf was inadvisable, because the country could not “be draw into 

the complex and volatile regional diplomacy.”
84

  With broad support within the 

government, the administration made the Twin Pillars policy official in National Security 

Decision Memorandum 92 in November 1970.
85
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FIRMING UP THE TWIN PILLARS: OIL REVENUES AND ARMS SALES 

r This calmness, based on sound analysis across the board, slipped dramatically 

from American officials’ grasp sometime in late 1969, when Iranian and Saudi public and 

private diplomacy successfully fueled American anxiety to the point that it spilled into 

negotiations over oil revenue and arms sales.  This cross-fertilization of Saudi and Iranian 

demands, much of which took the form of permanent sovereignty, overrode American 

officials’ initially calm assessment.   

This occurred despite the fact that the Nixon administration had foreknowledge of 

this danger.  American officials understood well that the Shah and King Faisal sought to 

use their new position in the Cold War for gains in their long-running dispute with the oil 

companies.  The British withdrawal, the ambassador in Tehran wrote after a long 

discussion in the Shah in early 1968, “in turn will mean the oil consortium being 

subjected to further pressures at a time when their performance is, however unfairly, 

unsatisfactory in Iranian eyes.”
86

   The Shah’s repeated invocations of the Cold War and 

Nasserist extremism were, in Peter Flanigan’s words, “colored by the desire to encourage 

us to give him favorable oil treatment.”
87

   

That officials willingly ignored this fact owed to several factors.  First, the 

growing global importance of Saudi and Iranian production helped tilt the scales in the 

producers’ favor.  In the last half-decade, Middle Eastern oil had risen to comprise more 

than three-quarters of Western Europe’s and almost all of Japan’s requirements, as well 

as providing most of the oil used by American military forces in Southeast Asia.
88

  With 
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production costs roughly a tenth of those of the United States and an annual growth rate 

of twelve percent since the end of the Second World War, the Middle East not only 

provided over a third of “Free World” oil production, but contained more than two-thirds 

of reserves.  “The simple statistics regarding Middle Eastern oil,” the State Department 

reported, “can only be defined as staggering.”
89

   

Secondly, Arab technical ability had increased to the point that national oil 

companies could manage oil production. The 1967 embargo had failed, the NSC 

believed, because of the “demonstrated inability of Arabs, without Western supervision, 

to extract, process, or market the oil.”  OPEC nations, Arab and non-Arab alike, had long 

realized this.  Building on the nationalist tenets of permanent sovereignty, they had made 

great strides in their technical capacities.
90

  In light of this growing expertise, the Near 

East Desk reported in December 1967 that the danger of recurrent embargoes required “a 

careful appraisal of the role of Arab oil.”
91

 

Additionally, the Gulf region also had begun to be of unique financial importance 

to the United States.  The net dollar inflow of American companies’ oil profits from the 

region, estimated by the Senior Interdepartmental Group for NSDM 92, was 

approximately $1.5 billion and had reduced the United States’ global balance of 

payments deficit by more than forty percent in the past five years. Just as petro-pounds 

had played a crucial part in the British decision to devalue the sterling, so too had 

petrodollars begun to have an outsized presence in American strategic thinking.  In 1968 
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alone, the Near East Desk reported, Saudi and Kuwaiti investments in the United States 

had grown by over $100 million.
92

 

At the same time, the companies’ ability to restrict production, through a series of 

secret agreements unbeknownst to the Middle Eastern sovereigns, quickly unraveled after 

the 1967 war.  Since 1954, upon the end of the Mussadiq crisis, the oil companies worked 

together to restrict production, maintaining several different strategies to prevent too 

much oil from flooding the market.  Most importantly, the companies maintained a secret 

system of “offtake agreements” for Saudi Arabia and Iran, the two largest producers.  

These restrictive mechanisms penalized partners of the Iran Consortium and ARAMCO 

for producing more oil than a carefully-calculated mean of the partners’ total demands 

from the previous year.  Until the late 1960s, these boardroom deals were largely 

effective in limiting both Iranian and Saudi production to levels that would not depress 

world oil prices.  However, after the Shah declared the “White Revolution” in 1963, his 

impatience to “modernize” Iran, a process that relied almost exclusively on greater oil 

revenue, became a driving force in negotiations.  In 1966, after the Shah announced an 

ambitious five-year development plan, the Iranian government began a press campaign 

that threatened the Consortium with partial nationalization if production were not 

drastically increased. 

On November 16, 1966, the U.S. government first learned of the secret off-take 

agreements, the result of a conversation between Walter Levy and Eugene Rostow.  If the 

negotiations between the Shah and the Consortium broke down, Levy warned, “the very 

fact that a restricted secret agreement exists would be political dynamite in the hands of 

the Iranians.”  Soon after, though, a State Department memo concluded that the 
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overlifting agreement was “a highly sensitive, inter-company commercial policy matter.”  

As such, it was “desirable for the U.S. government to limit its involvement.”
93

  The U.S. 

government successfully maintained this position in 1967.  On November 1, hours after 

the announcement of the Khartoum agreement, the Iranian ambassador to Washington, 

Husang Ansary, pushed the U.S. Assistant Secretary for Economic Affairs, Anthony 

Solomon, to help Iran meet its revenue requirements through pressure on the U.S. 

companies in the Consortium.  Solomon refused, telling Ansary that “the Iranian requests 

to the U.S. Government both here and in Tehran to insure greatly increased petroleum 

exports from Iran had caused us considerable difficulty.”  Although the State Department 

had “considerable sympathy for Iran's aspirations,” it could not “translate this 

sympathy...into pressures on the American companies in the Consortium to comply with 

the Iranian wishes.”  To explain, Solomon reverted to the traditional mantra of the 

business-government separation in U.S. foreign policy.  In the “free system,” he patiently 

told Asnary, “companies act according to their commercial interests rather than in 

following instruction from the U.S. Government.”
94

 

Nevertheless, in early 1967 Solomon recommended to the American participants, 

through the negotiator for Mobil oil, that they should agree to the Shah’s demand of a 

liberalization of over-lift agreements.
95

  This small interference, agreed to by the 

corporations, was designed with the meek purpose of helping the companies “appreciate 

the need in making their commercial judgments take into account wider political 
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consideration.”
96

  Beginning with this slight intrusion, the oil companies found 

themselves to be the ones in an increasingly uncomfortable situation.  In a meeting with 

oil company executives, Eugene Rostow repeated that the government “did not wish to 

take responsibility or become involved in a commercial negotiation.”  Nevertheless, 

because of the long-term interests involved, Rostow reminded the businessmen that the 

United States had “a national interest in successful and harmonious resolution of the oil 

negotiations.” Given the two Gulf powers’ newly important position in the region, 

Rostow continued, the oil companies could not restrict production too much, especially 

since each nation required increased oil revenues to meet their budget requirements.
97

   

This delicate balancing act, while difficult, had been made easier by the fact that 

the four member companies of Aramco also belonged to the Iran consortium.  However, 

the Shah discovered the off-take agreements in late 1967.  Afterwards, the United States 

found it impossible to preserve its policy of to stay abreast of oil negotiations, but 

keeping its diplomatic distance from discussions about oil production.  The Shah’s 

discovery, which the Consortium company’s believed was leaked by CFP, changed the 

nature of company-government relations.
98

  In December 1967, the Shah used terms 

“such as ‘robbery,’ ‘thieves,’ and some unprintable epithets” to describe the company’s 

behavior.  “If the companies wanted war, they could have it,” he told the U.S. 

ambassador. “This time it would not be with a Mosadeq, but with a united Iran behind the 

Shah himself.”
 99
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Throughout, the Shah argued that the secret off-take agreements flouted the idea 

of permanent sovereignty.   The Shah wrapped his argument in the same questions of 

imperialism and sovereignty that many Third World leaders had so incorporated so 

intimately into their intellectual and political program.  “The consortium is sitting astride 

Iran’s vast reserves,” he told the U.S. ambassador.  It was unacceptable, he continued, for 

boardroom decisions to prescribe the pace of his country’s economic growth.   The Shah 

went on to threaten unilateral legislation, adding that “Iraq had long since found 

companies submissive to such measures.”  The Shah demanded increased oil liftings that 

would meet a total income of $5.9 billion over five years, a sum that meant an average 

revenue increase of twenty percent.  The State Department used strong language “to urge 

the companies be as generous as they can in making their next offer to the Iranians.”  If 

the Iran Consortium did not do so, Solomon worried, “we might have to take a more 

active role in the talks.”
100

   

The companies resisted the Shah’s 1967 demands, and Iran accepted production 

levels that were $40 million less than demanded.  Officials prepared for another round.  

“Although the Shah has backed down,” the CIA warned, “the issue is far from settled.”
101

  

Indeed, by mid-1968, the Shah put forth further “incessant demands,” according to the 

U.S. ambassador, despite the fact that the State Department had “assisted the Shah in 

satisfactory solution...in the crisis with the consortium” months previously.
102

 The CIA 

reported that the Shah would continue to press the consortium “vigorously for vast 

amounts of revenue.”  All this, the CIA believed, exemplified the Shah’s metamorphosis 
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“from a timorous, titular monarch into a self-confident potentate,” a transformation 

analysts believed had been symbolized by his elaborate coronation in October 1967.
103

  

“In Iran’s dealings with the western oil consortium, the Shah has cultivated an image of a 

nationalist hero fighting against foreign exploitation,” one State Department report noted.  

“He has striven to succeed the late Mosadeq in that role.”
104

    

James Akins, the State department’s oil expert, was more blunt: “The Shah is an 

oriental despot and the oil executives are dinosaurs.  If they come to blows it could be the 

battle of the century.”
105

  To improve his position, the Shah used his “Cold War” military 

needs to further affect oil negotiations.  In 1972, Nixon famously overrode State 

Department concerns that the sale to Iran of the F-15 fighter, the United States’ most 

advanced fighter plane, might lead to an increased Soviet presence in Iraq and Syria.  In 

the words of William Bundy, “Nixon had handed the Shah the keys to the store.”  Bundy 

rightly disputes Kissinger’s claim in his memoirs that Iranian military purchases did not 

substantially increase until the Ford and Carter administrations, but he and other scholars 

have underestimated the importance of precedent in these sales.
106

   

In 1964, the United States shifted arms supply for Iran from a grant basis to credit 

sales because Iran was considered to be able to pay for arms.  In 1966, when the U.S. 

refused to extend credit to Iran, the Shah concluded a $110 million arms purchase 

agreement with the Soviet Union.  Already in mid-1966, when the Shah threatened to 

turn to the Soviet Union for increased arms purchases, the Johnson administration noted 

that it was “increasingly aware of the Shah's legitimate interest in the Persian Gulf and is 
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working its way to encouraging him to take a larger role there.”
107

  On June 19, 1967, 

Johnson stated publicly that U.S. policy was to seek arms limitation in the Middle East, 

describing the “waste and the futility” and calling for the investment of the region’s 

“scarce resources” in programs of economic and social development.
108

    Still, although 

Johnson claimed that “American has always opposed this arms race” and had thus limited 

its sales to the region, Rusk noted to Johnson a month later that “Iran is one of the 

countries we have had in mind in pressing the Congress for authority to continue 

extending credits for military sales.”
109

   

In 1968, the Shah requested a commitment of $600 million in military credit sales 

over the next five years.  When the Johnson administration hesitated, he threatened to 

turn to other foreign suppliers, including the USSR.  In June, after deciding “that it could 

not commit itself to such a long-term arrangement,” the United States offered $75 million 

of credit for the following year.  Upon this, the Shah reported Soviet offers of destroyers, 

submarines, and aircraft.  This event, the State Department wrote, reflected “Iran’s policy 

of political maneuvering between East and West.”
110

  The regional heads of the State 

Department, NSC, Department of Defense, and CIA agreed, recommending increased 

arms sales again in 1968, given “that our arms supply relationship has a vital importance 

in our overall ties with Iran.”  At the same time, the group noted the “major uncertainty” 

regarding Iran’s ability to pay for these purchases and domestic development, caused by 

the ongoing battle between the Shah and the companies over oil revenue projections.
111
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In the case of Saudi Arabia, the link between the British withdrawal and arms 

sales also provided a useful bargaining chip for the Saudi government.  The biggest 

concern for the United States regarding Saudi internal stability in 1967 was the prospect 

that the Saudi's “already limited resources” would be unable to deter the “hostile 

forces...following in the British wake.”  The weakness of Saudi Arabia, the embassy 

reported, had been dramatized by the “abject Saudi capitulation...when faced with Iranian 

gunboat diplomacy” in connection with the oil prospecting in the center of the Gulf.  This 

handicap, consistently expressed under the refrain of “inadequate resources,” was echoed 

throughout the U.S. foreign policy establishment in the late 1960s.
112

   

As in the case of Iran, mid-1969 proved to be an important turning point.  The 

U.S. ambassador, Hermann Eilts, was central to this change in policy.   After extensive 

discussions with Saudi leadership, especially the Saudi oil minister, Sheikh Ahmed Zaki 

Yamani and the Defense Minister, Prince Sultan, he argued that “the nature and tenor of 

U.S.-Saudi relations” would be “strongly influenced by the extent to which we 

demonstrate willingness to meet legitimate Saudi military needs.”
113

  In July, Eilts 

reported that, although the Saudi government acknowledged that allotting a greater share 

of resources to economic development was desirable in principle, he believed it “scarcely 

feasible in the current unsettled Middle East situation.”  Above all, Prince Sultan told 

Eilts, Saudi Arabia “must be prepared to defend itself.”
114

   

The uptick in Arab radicalism in 1969, most notably the coups in the Sudan and 

Libya, intensified Saudi and, in turn, American concern.  Joe Sisco, now the director of 
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the Near East desk, wrote to Rogers in October that the concern regarding the “overthrow 

the moderate regimes in the Sudan and Libya” had been “further heightened by the arrest 

of the pro-Nasser officers” in the Saudi military.  In turn, Saudi officials had begun to 

consistently tax American officials “with displaying little interest in actively supporting 

our Arab friends and unconcern at what they see as ‘the march of communism’ in the 

region.”
115

  In a pattern that again was very similar to the Iran case, the Saudi “siege 

mentality” annoyed Sisco and other Middle East experts in the State Department.  On one 

occasion, Sisco asked Rogers to remind Prince Fahd  that the Soviets were not “ten feet 

tall” and that “indigenous factors rather than Moscow-directed Communist 

conspiracies...were behind the recent coups in the Sudan and Libya.”
116

   

Still, just as in the Iranian case, anxiety overrode calm.  As Faisal argued 

consistently that Soviet efforts in Yemen were designed as a springboard for the Soviet 

occupation of Aden and control of the Bab al-Mandab, the United States accepted this 

reasoning and continued to strengthen the Saudi military, especially its counter-

subversion capabilities.  This confluence of Saudi and Iranian pressure inevitably affected 

the annual negotiations between the companies and their hosts.  As the Shah's demands 

increased, the companies reported that they were “hard-pressed...by the Saudis, who will 

be anxious to catch up.”
117

  

PARADISE LOST: THE 1970 AND 1971 OIL NEGOTIATIONS 

r As it gripped American policymakers, first subtly and then less so, withdrawal 

anxiety had conditioned a new set of regional interrelationships, with great long-term 
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consequences.  Most importantly for the international political economy, the oil 

producers had begun to take the offensive.  In this context, companies found it 

increasingly difficult to meet Iranian and Saudi production demands.   

In May 1970, Harold Saunders, now a member of Henry Kissinger’s team on the 

National Security Council, lavished praise on Peter Flanigan, President Nixon’s adviser 

on international economic affairs.  Days earlier, Flanigan had successfully brokered a 

deal between the Shah of Iran and the Iran Consortium that, for the time being, ended the 

Shah’s threats of moving towards a closer proximity with the Soviet Union and, as 

importantly, his increasingly viable warnings of unilateral action against the oil 

companies.  “Due to your efforts with them,” Saunders wrote, the companies had 

“worked in a more flexible manner this year to bridge the gap between their capabilities 

and Iran's requirements.”
118

 

The Flanigan deal was the result of a year of National Security Council 

intervention in the bargaining process between the Consortium and the Shah’s 

government.  In January 1969, the NSC briefed Nixon for a planned meeting with the 

Shah, “The key to our relations with the Shah and his regime is our assistance for the 

modernization of Iran's armed forces.”   The Shah’s demand for military equipment, the 

report continued, were “insistent and large, and have increased since the announcement 

of the British withdrawal from the Gulf.”  To fail to meet these demands spelled disaster.  

“Unless we remain Iran's principal military supplier, our interests in Iran, including our 

ability to maintain our own strategic interests...and to influence the Shah in the direction 

of constructive foreign and domestic policies, will be seriously weakened.”  Likewise, the 
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NSC linked arms sales to “the maintenance of constructive relations between Iran and the 

major oil companies.”
119

   

On October 21, 1969, in an off-the-record White House heads-of-state meeting 

with the Shah, Nixon instructed Flanigan to tell the U.S. oil companies that it was in the 

“U.S. national interest” to increase their production from Iran and “make every effort” to 

close the gap between oil intake and projected governmental requirements.  In the 

following months, Flanigan contacted the CEOs of companies to impress upon them “the 

President's desire, on the basis of the national security interest, that the consortium go a 

long way toward meeting the $155 million gap” in between the Shah’s income 

requirements and the company offtake estimate.
120

   

At the same time, the Shah continued to pressure the U.S. government.  The State 

Department reported to Kissinger that the Shah was “counting heavily on alleged 

Presidential assurances... given during his October state visit.”
121

  The companies 

protested that the Shah’s demands were “insatiable,” and on February 25, 1970, Flanigan 

reported to Nixon that he saw “no prospect of persuading the Consortium.”  On that 

memo, Nixon wrote in the margin: “Tell them that if they don’t help us on this I will 

redraw the Oil Import Decision.  This is an order.”
122

  On May 7, 1970, the companies 

agreed to meet the Shah’s development needs through production increases and a loan to 

be repaid in future oil production.
123
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Flanigan’s deal, under Nixon’s explicit direction, epitomized an important 

signpost in the rise of the oil producers’ raw material sovereignty.  Officially, American 

policy was to stand against government-to-government oil negotiations between the 

producing and consuming countries because such a development would curtail the major 

operations in the Gulf by private American oil companies.   However, in supporting 

Saudi and Iranian revenue demands, the United States did just the opposite, explicitly 

becoming involved in the company-host country negotiations. 

King Faisal, acting largely independently from his Persian counterpart but on 

remarkably similar lines, also used this concern with radicalism, whether induced by the 

Soviet Union or by Egypt, to buttress its oil production, especially in 1969 and 1970. 

Faisal, who first visited the United States in a diplomatic capacity in December 1946 to 

make clear his father’s concerns about Zionism to President Truman, then impressed 

Dean Acheson as “a man who could be an implacable enemy and who should be taken 

very seriously.”
124

 

In December 1970, Saudi Arabia completed the first of the series of negotiations 

for increased revenue.  Following the successful Libyan accords of September 1970—the 

subject of the next chapter—the Saudis obtained an agreement that boosted oil revenues 

by eight percent.  In 1971, Saudi Arabia reaped further gains in its Mediterranean oil and 

increased transit charges for the Tapline.  Furthermore, projected output increases—

rapidly growing because of continued Western consumption—would further add to Saudi 

revenue.  By April 1971, the State Department wrote that the oil windfalls would end 

Saudi Arabia’s concern over the revenue strain on defense outlays.  The revenue increase 

provided “considerable scope for increased spending.”  Most importantly, Saudi’s 
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military spending, driven by the hierarchy’s “5% men” and foreign munitions salesmen, 

would likely increase well past the $3.1 billion program “conceived during a time of 

financial difficulties.”
125

 

The Nixon administration was heavily committed to improving Saudi Arabia’s 

defense capability and in 1972 the NSC reported that U.S.-Saudi relations had “begun to 

broaden and deepen on the political level.”  In May 1971, King Faisal paid an official 

state visit to Washington.  According to the NSC, he and Nixon established a “good 

rapport.”
126

  A December 26, 1971 letter from Nixon to Faisal, drafted by the State 

Department, stated that the U.S. looked forward to strengthened cooperation between the 

two countries, to increased imports of Saudi Arabian oil, and to increased Saudi 

investments in the United States to help offset the U.S. balance of payment burden “just 

as Your Majesty's Government has welcomed American private investment in your 

country.”
127

 

Both Saudi and Arabia used these gains to continue to push the oil companies in 

1972.  In July 1971, the OPEC countries had renewed members’ demands for “host-

country participation” in existing producing operations.  In March 1972, Yamani 

represented Saudi Arabia, Abu Dhabi, Iraq, and Qatar in negotiations.  At the same time, 

talks began at the highest level in Iran—between the Shah and Exxon’s chairman.  The 

Iran talks ended in May 1972 with an outline of a twenty-year agreement to govern 

company-country relations.   In late 1972, the companies accepted Saudi demands for 

participation.  Citing the “law of changing circumstances” that governed oil politics—the 
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main U.S. contact with the companies, Undersecretary John Irwin, accepted Yamani’s 

argument for “a new relationship between the oil companies, the producer governments, 

and the consumers.”
128

   

Both the State Department and the NSC agreed that their diplomatic resources 

were of no use.  “These countries consider their raw materials as their property,” one 

official noted in reviewing the ongoing negotiations in 1971.  “That’s just a fact of 

life.”
129

  In this sense, the debate over Iranian and Saudi oil resided at the intersection of 

larger trends in U.S.-Third World affairs.  Kissinger described the Saudi situation, in 

which King Faisal wrote directly to Nixon to support Yamani’s demands, as “a first class 

brouhaha.”  After oil executives requested assistance in the negotiations, Kissinger 

declined telling Exxon President Ken Jamieson, “The less I have to do with this the 

better.”
130

  Afterwards, he told Connally that, even though the executives “political 

acumen [was] not up to their income,” the Nixon administration should not “do Standard 

Oil business.”
131

  In an earlier conversation, Kissinger explained his reason for caution in 

dealing directly with Yamani, telling Treasury Secretary John Connally that “in general, I 

don’t like to get a brawl started without knowing where the cards are.”
132

    

PERMANENT SOVEREIGNTY, AGENDA-SETTING IN THE INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL 

ECONOMY, AND THE LEFTWARD-MOVING CENTER  

The cards it seemed, had already been played.  The restraining effect the United States 

had on Saudi-Iranian relations had not transferred into the oil field.  In fact, the support 

the U.S. government lent to Saudi Arabia and Iran had the effect of strengthening 
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economic nationalism and the oil producers’ permanent sovereignty.   “The elimination 

of the UK military position in the Gulf would be an irreversible decision,” Luke Battle 

warned Rusk in January 1968.  “[The decision] could be penny-wise, pound-foolish,” he 

continued, “if political changes in the Gulf were to bring about revisions in the terms by 

which the UK gets its oil.”
133

   

This concern with the threat of Nasserism in particular and Arab radicalism in 

general only grew after June 1967.  Following the war, both Iran and Saudi Arabia sought 

to increase military spending and, upon the British decision to withdraw, their military 

requests were increasingly couched in Cold War rhetoric.  First the Johnson 

administration and then the Nixon administration turned to these regional allies to fill the 

British security vacuum.  No slouches in the give-and-take of international politics, both 

the Shah and King Feisal used their newly ascendant positions to draw the U.S. 

government into their deliberations with the oil companies.  This fundamental change in 

the bargaining process between the producer nations and the multinational companies 

tipped the balance of permanent sovereignty, further undermining the imperialistic 

alignment of the post-war political economy. 

At the same time as the conservative monarchies pressed for permanent 

sovereignty, the United States had continued to build a third security pillar in the greater 

Middle East.  After Israel’s resounding victory in the 1967 war, the Johnson 

administration began to consider Israel a counter to Soviet-supported Arab regimes.  In 

January 1968, the administration initialed a deal that would provide Israel with 50 

Phantom warplanes, a shift from defensive to offensive weaponry that denoted a new 

departure in the two countries’ arms relationship.   In December 1971, the U.S. and Israel 
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signed another long-term supply agreement, by which American military aid increased to 

$1 billion for the period between 1971 and 1973.
134 

  

Arab states immediately noted this trend and expressed their reservations.  At the 

same time, the industrialized world had become heavily dependent upon cheap and 

prolific Middle Eastern oil.  By 1971, “oil conservatives” and “oil radicals” would begin 

to work more closely together and the West's options for controlling regional events were 

severely circumscribed.  This was most evident in the policies undertaken by the 

Ba’athist Iraq and the new Revolutionary Command Council in Libya. At the same time, 

anxiety about the future of American power became more widespread, as commentators 

of all stripes debated the practice, and often the very nature, or international power.
135
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